Abstract-In this paper, the integration of power control and turbo coding is adopted to achieve reliable communications over Ka-band code-division multiple-access (CDMA)-based low earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems. The effect of imperfect power control on the bit error ratio (BER) performance is analyzed, and the upper bounds on BER are also derived for the case of slow and fast imperfect power control. The analytical and simulation results show that power-control error (PCE) degrades the BER performance of turbo-decoded systems significantly in the waterfall region. In the region of error floor, the degradation effect slows down and the BER obtained under imperfect power control eventually converges with the BER under perfect power control. Moreover, in the waterfall region, the correlation characteristics of the PCE fluctuation do not degrade the BER performance as anticipated.
Power control is a feasible solution to combat severe Ka-band propagation impairments [2] . However, the link budget of the Ka-band low earth orbit (LEO) satellite has low margin due to limited satellite power. Furthermore, due to the limited size and weight of the mobile terminal, realistic changes in power level for the mobile terminal are generally in the range of 5-10 times [2] , whereas the signal fading caused by shadowing and weather impairments can be easily up to tens of decibels. Therefore, power control alone cannot meet the required power budget, and other techniques are required. One possible solution is the use of adaptive bit rates during periods of severe fading. However, this approach, which might be satisfactory for traffic such as Internet access, is unsuitable for many real-time applications. Another possible approach to achieve good performance involves the use of concatenated coding [2] with high coding gain.
As turbo codes represent the most significant advance in concatenated coding in terms of their ability to achieve performance close to the theoretical limit [17] , they are considered in this paper. The integration of power control and turbo coding, whose functions are complementary in combating fast and slow propagation loss, is a promising solution to severe Ka-band propagation impairments. First, turbo codes with high coding gain can offer the high link margin that power control needs. Second, the correlation time of the channel is quite short at Ka-band due to severe Doppler effects. An interleaver with a relatively short size can effectively randomize the small-scale burst errors. Thus, turbo codes combined with a channel interleaver can combat fast multipath fading effectively. At the same time, power control can efficiently compensate for long-term impairments but has little influence on fast multipath fading. Therefore, turbo codes and power control can play a complementary role for combating fast and slow fading. Hence, the integration of these two techniques can provide an effective solution. Furthermore, advances in very-large-scale integration technology and the simplification in decoding algorithms make it possible for the processor onboard the satellite to implement a very efficient low-complexity digital turbo encoder/decoder. In this paper, taking the mobile environment fading and tropospheric impairments into account, the uplink power control and powerful turbo coding are integrated and analyzed for reliable Ka-band LEO satellite communications.
Many papers have presented tight union bound for turbo codes in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [7] , [8] , uncorrelated Rayleigh/Rician-fading channels, and correlated Rayleigh/Rician-fading channels [9] , [11] . In AWGN channels, it is assumed that the amplitudes of the signals to the input of the turbo decoder are constant and are only perturbed by Gaussian noise. In fading channels, the received signal is assumed to comply with an uncorrelated or correlated Rician/Rayleigh distribution. However, in power-controlled fading channels, the received signal is Rician/Rayleigh distributed with its envelope following a lognormal distribution due to imperfect power control [6] . In this case, there are two scenarios that are termed slow and fast imperfect power control in this paper. The former concerns the following scenario: where the duration of power fluctuation due to imperfect power control is much larger than the interleaver size of turbo code, hence, the envelope of the fast fading is considered to be constant in an interleaved frame. In the latter scenario, which is referred to as fast imperfect power control, the duration of the power fluctuation is shorter than the interleaver size and, hence, the envelope within one frame can be considered as the successive samples of a lognormal process, which are correlated. In slow imperfect power control, the BER performance of turbo coding is affected by the power-control error (PCE), whereas with the fast imperfect power control, the PCE causes different power allocation among different coded bits in a frame. In this case, both PCE and its fluctuation influence the performance of turbo coding.
The problem of optimal power allocation among the different bits of a turbo code is addressed in the work of Duman [12] and Hokfelt [13] . Duman proposed a power-allocation scheme [12] for moderate to large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), i.e., more energy should be allocated to the parity bits than systematic bits and demonstrated that performance improvements in the range of 0.5-0.7 dB can be achieved by employing this scheme, while Hokfelt addressed an optimal power allocation for very low SNR [13] . It is proposed that, since the suboptimal iterative decoding algorithm relies heavily on the systematic information, especially when the noise level is very high, more power should be allocated to the systematic than the parity part. In their work, power is allocated in a deterministic manner, but here, power allocation among the turbo-decoder frame is executed in a random manner due to imperfect power control. In this paper, the performance of the turbo decoder is investigated as a function of the PCE and its variation over the whole range of SNR. The analysis on the upper bound of BER and the simulation results are combined to elaborate the influence of the imperfect power control on turbo coding. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the combined scheme of closed-loop power control and turbo codes in a Ka-band LEO satellite code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system is presented. In Section III, the pairwise error probability (PEP) over Rician/Rayleigh-fading channels is derived, based on which an upper bound on BER under imperfect power control is derived for the case of slow and fast imperfect power control. In Section IV, the analytical and simulation results on BER are obtained and the effects of imperfect power control shown. Conclusion are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The architecture of the uplink including closed-loop power control and turbo coding is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, a closed-loop power-control scheme proposed in [19] , which has an excellent dynamic performance in the uplink of Ka-band LMSS systems, is adopted. At the mobile transmitter, the binary-information data sequence of one frame is first turbo-coded, quaternary phase-shift keying modulated, and then spread by a pseudonoise (PN) sequence to a wider bandwidth. Finally, the spread signal is amplified and transmitted over the Ka-band land-mobile satellite channel, in which the transmit power is adjusted based on the power-control command (PCC) received from the satellite receiver. At the satellite receiver, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider multipath diversity like the RAKE receiver; only one main path for the desired user is considered due to small delay spread in LEO satellite systems [14] . The received signal is first despread and demodulated into the soft decision-sample sequences of the data. The turbo decoder is used to recover the transmitted data. In the employed power-control scheme, the channel condition is estimated and utilized to generate the PCC, which is then sent back to the mobile terminal to control its transmit power. 
A. Imperfect Power Control
In the Ka-band LEO satellite system, we assume that the minimum elevation angle is 40 and the altitude of the satellite is 1000 km, which corresponds to the maximum-propagation round-trip delay of about 10 ms. Thus, constrained by such long round-trip delay and very fast multipath fading due to severe Doppler effect, power control can only compensate for long-term fading due to shadowing and weather impairments [19] and has little influence on the fast multipath fading. Therefore, the statistics of the fast fading in the received signal can still be assumed to follow a Rician or Rayleigh distribution. The fluctuation in the received signal's envelope is caused by imperfect power control, which follows a lognormal distribution [6] . This fluctuation in envelope is termed PCE in this paper. In this statistical model, we define the Rician factor , and the short-term mean , , and 2 denotes the power of the line-of-sight and multipath components, respectively. The probability density function (pdf) of the fast Rician fading conditioned on specific PCE can be expressed as (1) With , it is the pdf of a Rayleigh-fading process. Regarding the PCE, it is assumed that the logarithmic mean and standard deviation of the power envelope of the received signal are and , respectively. Thus the pdf of can be represented as (2) In a power-control algorithm, the received power is controlled to vary around the target power and, hence, generally is equal to zero decibels and the PCE is measured by . Based on (1) and (2), the pdf of the received signal's amplitude can be written as (3) When the fluctuations introduced by imperfect power control are faster than the interleaver size of the turbo code, i.e., imperfect power control causes different power allocation within an interleaved frame, we anticipate that the radio-link performance is not determined solely by the pdf, the first-order distribution of PCE. It should also depend on its higher order statistics, e.g., autocovariance function (ACF). PCE is lognormally distributed the same as the shadowing in LMSS systems. Thus, following the approach of [5] , a simple yet accurate exponential autocovariance fit can be used to model the correlation of the PCE as (4) where denotes the reciprocal of the correlation time of imperfect power control.
B. Turbo Coding
Concatenated turbo codes include serial structure, cascading a block code (the outer code) with a convolutional code (the inner code) and parallel structure, concatenating two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes, which are linked together by pseudorandom interleaving. The architecture of a popular turbo encoder/decoder adopted in this paper is shown in Fig. 2 . Turbo decoding performs iterative processing in which each component decoder takes advantage of the work of the other at the previous step with the aid of the original concept of extrinsic information. Hence, the turbo decoder is made up of two constituent soft-input-soft-output (SISO) decoders to perform iterative decoding in a serial mode. In this paper, a suboptimal SISO decoder, maximum a posteriori probability (MAX-Log-MAP) decoding algorithm is adopted [17] and [18] .
III. INTEGRATION OF POWER CONTROL AND TURBO CODING

A. The PEP Under Imperfect Power Control
First, assuming that the modulated phase-shift keying sequence is transmitted over the power-controlled fading channel, the received sequence is observed and the channel can be estimated accurately in the receiver, i.e., the fast fading is known to the decoder. The decoder performs maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding with channel-side information. The PEP is the probability that the decoder chooses as its estimated sequence when the transmitted sequence was actually . In this paper, perfect channel interleaving with respect to fast multipath fading is assumed, which results in an independent (Rayleigh or Rician) fading for each code symbol. Thus, the indexes of the differing bit positions are of no importance and only the weight of the incorrect codeword matters. For a given realization of the fading variable , the conditional PEP of the codeword and with -bit different positions { } is given by [9] and [10] as (5) where is the code rate and (6) Thus, the PEP can be obtained by averaging over the channel fading (7) In the uplink of a Ka-band LEO CDMA system, closed-loop power control can only take care of slow fading and, hence, is Rician (Rayleigh is a special case of Rician) distributed with its envelope following a lognormal distribution. If the powercontrol correction cycle is longer than the interleaver size of the turbo code, the envelope of the signal in this interleaved frame can be considered to be constant, so is Rician or Rayleigh distributed. Moreover, with ideal channel interleaving, the fading can be considered to be independent in successive signaling intervals, and the sequence of fading amplitudes constitutes a uniformally distributed sequence. If is Rayleigh distributed, the PEP can be derived according to [15] , which can be written as (8) where and . If is Rician distributed, using the approach in [15] , the characteristic function of can be represented as (9) It is noted that (6) can be expressed in the alternative form given by [9] as (10) Thus, utilizing the integral in (7) and (9) and the above equation, the pairwise error probability over a Rician-fading channel can be derived as (11) When the multipath power is normalized and power control is perfect, we can set and for Rayleigh and Rician fading, respectively, and, hence, . Substituting into (8), the exact PEP in a summation form over Rayleigh fading is obtained in the case of perfect power control. While substituting into (11), the exact PEP in an integral form over Rician-fading channel is obtained.
Referring to the discussion in Section II-A, is lognormal under slow imperfect power control, whose pdf can be represented as (12) According to (2), we know and . Therefore, the PEP under imperfect power control can be obtained by averaging over . We denote the PEP under imperfect power control as , which can be represented as (13) Substituting (8) and (12) into (13), the exact PEP under imperfect power control can be numerically evaluated for Rayleigh fast fading. While substituting (11) and (12) into (13), the pairwise error probability over Rician fast fading can be obtained.
B. Effect of PCE's ACF
The results in Section III-A are related to the slow imperfect power control, i.e., the fluctuation of the received signal's envelope caused by imperfect power control is so slow that the short-term mean power of the received signal is constant during an interleaved frame. However, in practical applications, if a long code-interleaver size is adopted in turbo coding, the duration of power fluctuation may be shorter than the interleaver size. Therefore, the mean value of is not a constant but the successive samples of a correlated lognormal process. The PEP under imperfect power control is not only affected by (PCE) but also depends on higher order statistics of the PCE, e.g., ACF of the imperfect power control. To evaluate the efficiency of power control, the upper bound of BER under this kind of correlated slow fading should be investigated. Fig. 3 . BER performance over a Rician-fading channel, Rice factor = 12 dB, interleaver size 1000, slow imperfect power control.
In the Ka-band LEO satellite system considered, power control can only take care of the slow fading due to shadowing and weather impairments. Thus, the correlation time of imperfect power control in (4) is comparable to the correlation time of the shadowing [5] and the round-trip delay, which may be up to 10 ms. If the data rate of 64 kb/s is considered and power-control cycle duration is 10 ms, there are approximately 640 data bits in one power-control cycle. The transmit power is adjusted once a power-control correction cycle, which directly shows that the envelope of the received power, can be segmented according to different power-control correction cycles. Generally, the interleaver size of turbo codes among 100-1000 bits is used in the considered system; thus, two segments are enough in most cases for fast imperfect power control. Here we assume that the interleaver size covers two power-control correction cycles. Assuming that among the received signal sequence for a frame there are bits belonging to one power-control correction cycle, the other bits belong to another powercontrol correction cycle. Let and , where the mean of and is and , respectively. In this case, the conditional PEP (5) should satisfy the following relation: (14) Since and are independent, the above equation can be rewritten as (15) We only consider Rician fading here, as Rayleigh fading is a special form of Rician fading. Utilizing the same method as in the derivation of (11), the following expression can be obtained: For simplicity, we assume that , which corresponds to the case of Rayleigh fading (17) It is difficult to evaluate the above equation as and are correlated, following a joint lognormal distribution. To avoid numerical integration and to get some insight into the effect of imperfect power control, we consider upper bounding the integrand as (18) This bound will be tight for large values of and will allow us to obtain an closed-form upper bound on (19) where The variables , , and are clearly lognormal as lognormality is preserved under multiplication and division. Let . Its mean and variance can be obtained just by knowing the ACF of imperfect power control and (20) where is power-control period. Thus, the PEP under fastchanging imperfect power control can be represented as shown in (21) at the bottom of the page, where is in decibels and . The above discussion is based on the assumption that the interleaver size covers two power-control correction cycles. In practical power-controlled systems, imperfect power control may cause faster power fluctuation among the decoded bits. In this case, three even-more segmentation should be applied. Their PEP can be obtained using the same approach as in (14)-(21) except that different should be considered.
C. Union Upper Bound on BER Under Imperfect Power Control
The BER of turbo code, decoded by an ML algorithm over a power-controlled fading channel, can be upper bounded by (22) where is the PEP that has been derived for various cases in preceding sections. The error coefficient is the Fig. 5 . BER performance over Rayleigh-fading channel; interleaver size 100, slow imperfect power control.
average number of bit errors caused by the transition between the all-zero codeword and codewords of weight ( ), where is the minimum Hamming distance of the code. For a turbo code with a fixed interleaver, the construction of requires an exhaustive search. Due to the complexity involved in this search, [7] and [8] proposed an average upper bound obtained by averaging over all possible interleavers, which is equivalent to a uniform interleaver. The result of this averaging can be thought of as the traditional-union upper bound. The details of deriving the error coefficient can be found in [7] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effect of imperfect power control on the performance of turbo coding in Ka-band LEO satellite CDMA systems, the theoretical analysis is quantified and the simulation results are obtained. For simplicity, we adopt a simple turbo code with rate and the octal constituent code generator [5] and [7] . The distance weight spectrum obtained in [7] is utilized in deriving the BER of the turbo-coded system (22). Although decoding performance improves with the number of the decoding iterations, most of the coding gain in iterative decoding is achieved by the first two to three iterations [16] . Therefore, in this paper, the iterative maximum a-posteriori decoding algorithm with iteration equal to three is adopted. Moreover, pseudorandom interleaver and trellis-termination strategies [7] are employed.
Before we analyze the numerical and simulation results, we need to introduce two terms: cutoff rate and error floor, which have been addressed in [8] . Cutoff rate is defined as a computational threshold in which 2 for a code with rate . When drops below the cutoff rate , the upper bound transits from a useful low BER bound into a divergent useless bound. In the BER performance curves, the (21) region in which turbo codes offer astounding performance (the waterfall region) is below the cutoff rate . For the above the cutoff rate (the error floor region), the BER performance is a low-slope curve and the BER of the turbo decoder decreases more slowly with the increase of . This phenomenon is defined as error floor. We first discuss the effect of the slow imperfect power control. The upper bounds of turbo decoder over Rician fading under different PCE are shown by solid-line curves in Fig. 3 .
The dashed lines correspond to simulation results. The bounds show that there is little difference in BER performance of the turbo decoder under perfect and imperfect power control for the whole range of . However, this result is doubtful for low , since the bound below the cutoff rate may not be applicable. Thus, we resort to simulation results, which indicate that the BER performance is significantly degraded by PCE in the waterfall region, especially when is around the cutoff rate dB. When increases, the degradation slows down. We can see that although the upper bound does not describe the BER performance of turbo coding suffering from imperfect power control in the region of the waterfall, the bound is not only meaningful but also accurate in the error floor region. This is demonstrated by the confluence of the simulation and bound-performance curves at high . We can anticipate that the decoder performance under imperfect power control will converge with that of the decoder under perfect power control when is large. We note that the degradation due to imperfect power control has two features: the PCE degrades the BER of the turbo decoder significantly in the region of waterfall and the PCE causes an increase of the cutoff rate (here its meaning is a little different, which refers to the where the error floor occurs), as depicted in Fig. 3 . In perfect power control, the cutoff rate is around 2 dB and increases to 4 dB in the presence of 2 dB of PCE. These two features can be explained by the error-floor phenomenon of the turbo decoder. The slope of the BER curve is very steep in the waterfall region, i.e., BER decreases dramatically with the increase of . Thus, the decrease of due to power fluctuations will cause significant BER degradation. However, power fluctuations also cause random increase of , which may enhance the BER performance. The combination of these two effects results in the slope of BER curves under imperfect PCE to become flatter in the waterfall region.
In the error-floor region, BER variation slows down with the variation of . Therefore, the enhancement or degradation caused by the random increase or decrease of the mean power of a frame can almost cancel each other, and thus the PCE has no obvious impact on BER. We may also note that simulated BERs are above the upper bound when is low. This is due to the imperfect interleaving and the suboptimum decoding, which has been elaborated in [7] .
The upper bounds and simulation results on BER over Rayleigh fading under various PCE are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is observed that for different PCE, the same bound is obtained. Moreover, compared to the bounds over Ricain fading, the performance of turbo coding in the region of error floor is more influenced by the PCE on Rayleigh-fading channels. There are two possible reasons causing this difference. First, it may be due to different analytical bounds used for them, respectively. Another important reason is that no line-of-sight path exists over a Rayleigh-fading channel, which causes the bounds over Rayleigh fading to be more sensitive to the PCE. The results in Fig. 5 are obtained when the interleaver size of turbo coding decreases to 100. It is observed that when the interleaver size is smaller, the degradation effect of PCE is not so significant as those employing a larger interleaver size (see Fig. 4 ).
In the fast imperfect power control, we assume that there are two power-control-correction cycles in one interleaver frame. The pairwise error probability and the corresponding upper bound of BER over Rayleigh fading are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. From Fig. 6 , we can see that when the envelope fluctuation increases (here is the normalized envelope fluctuation rate), the pairwise error probability also increases. Evidently, the BER will increase accordingly, as indicated in (22). Fig. 7 shows the BER bounds of fast imperfect power control under various PCE. We note that these bounds do not converge as in the case of slow imperfect power control in Figs. 4 and 5. There are two possible reasons that may be causing this divergence. First, the inequality approximation in (18) results in an inaccurate PEP in (19) when is high, which makes the bound loose. Second, we anticipate that higher further increases the degradation due to the PCE. To verify the second postulation, the exact and approximate upper bounds on BER are shown in Fig. 8 . It is observed that at high (error-floor region), the approximate bound in the slow imperfect power control approaches exact bound. This demonstrates that the approximate upper bound is accurate at high and that the second postulation is correct, i.e., PCE's fluctuation in the fast imperfect power control further increases its effect on the performance.
However, the derived approximate bounds in Fig. 7 are very loose and useless in the low to moderate (waterfall) region. The applicable region of the bound also appears to be out of practical interest due to its very low BER; it is only helpful for obtaining the insight into the influence of the PCEs fluctuation. For the effect of PCE's fluctuation on BER in the waterfall region, we resort to simulation. In the simulation, the normalized PCE correlation is and the interleaved size is 100 bits (uncoded data). The power-control duration ( ) takes the values of 100, 200, and 500 b (after turbo coder, code rate 1/3), respectively, which corresponds to duration of 100/3, 200/3, and 500/3 b before coder. This is to say that 3, 1.5, and 1 power-control cycles in an interleaved frame are considered. The simulated BER performance for Rician and Rayleigh fading is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. The figures indicate that the fluctuation of PCE due to fast imperfect power control has little influence on the BER performance. This result can be explained reasonably based on the studies of [12] and [13] . They claimed that allocating more power to the information bits at low or allocating more power to the parity bits at high could result in the improved performance of turbo codes; moreover, both improvements are small (around 0.5-0.7 dB). In our work with power-controlled fading channel, fast imperfect power control induces the power allocated to the different bits randomly. We can expect that it will not result in pronounced performance degradation or enhancement.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the effect of imperfect power control on the BER of a Ka-band LEO satellite CDMA system adopting turbo coding is investigated. The analysis is based on a tight union bound of BER on a fading channel. The numerical results and simulation results show that power-control error significantly degrades the BER performance in the waterfall region. With the increase of , the influence of imperfect power control decreases, and eventually the BER will converge with that under perfect power control. Through the investigation on the influence of fast imperfect power control, analytical results show that the fluctuation of the power-control error can degrade the BER performance of the turbo code in the error-floor region. The simulation results show that the ACF of the PCE has little influence on the BER performance of a turbo decoder in the waterfall region. He is currently an Associate Professor with the School of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. He is also the Director of GPS Centre, Nanyang Technological University. He is a Cofounder of RFNET, a company that specializes in radio-frequency and wireless networking products and services. He has published more than 100 conference and journal papers. His research interests include digital beam-forming array antennas, wide-band indoor channel characterization and modeling, analysis of BER and frame-error rate of digital transmissions through frequency-selective fading channels, and synchronization circuits for COFDM and all digital circuit MODEM implementation for IEEE 802.11a.
